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Intelligent Lcd Digital Canvas Art Frame Screen 

 

Our phones hold a lot of high-quality photos we 

take in real time, like Intelligent Lcd Digital Canvas 

Art Frame Screen, but we're no longer content to 

just hide them in our phones, eager to find a 

permanent home for our best work, hope to share 

them but it's never easy because professional 

printing and framing is costly and complicated, 

thanks to the advent of screens that allow us to 

upload our favorite memories from our phones to 

the wall. 

 

 

Product Description 

Buy Intelligent Lcd Digital Canvas Art Frame Screen which Can be Customized 

From Our Factory in China 

Quality Initial,and Shopper Supreme is our guideline to offer the best support to our 

shoppers.Nowadays, we're seeking our greatest to be one of the most beneficial 

exporters in our field to satisfy customers a lot more need for Factory Customized China 

New Intelligent Lcd Digital Canvas Art Frame Screen, And there are quite a few 

international friends who came for sight seeing, or entrust us to buy other stuff for them. 

You might be most welcome to arrive to China, to our city also to our factory! 

 

Factory Customized China Wall Mounted Display and Advertising Kiosk price, The 

credibility is the priority, and the service is the vitality. We promise we now have the ability 

to supply excellent quality and reasonable price products and solutions for customers. 

With us, your safety is guaranteed. 

 

These frame can be hung on a wall, or set on an easel. Wherever Suieworld's frame lives, 

it’s sure to take pride of place. Picking a color for the exterior frame, which is available in 

burlywood, walnut, mahogany and black to best match your room.   

  

Product Parameter 

Screen Size SE320E 

Display Size 32 inch 

Resolution 1920*1080 (16:9) 

W-LAN Support LAN or WIFI 

https://www.sxtouchretail.com/intelligent-lcd-digital-canvas-art-frame-screen.html
https://www.sxtouchretail.com/intelligent-lcd-digital-canvas-art-frame-screen.html
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Bluetooth Support 

Rated Power Supply 8Ω5W 

Human Body Sensor Module Support (Shut down, save electricity) 

Intelligent Light Sensing Module Can automatically adjust the brightness of display 

Outer Frame 
Imported Brazilian white wood, stick craft 

burlywood, walnut, mahogany, black optional. 

Certification CCC,CE,FCC,ROHS 

  

Product Detail 

Built-in intelligent light sensing module 

Can automatically adjust the display brightness 

  

Anti-glare treatment 

Greatly reduce the impact of the environment on the display 

  

Built-in human body sensor module 

Intelligent screen off, environmental protection and low carbon 

  

178°clear visbility 

USW Canvas are also worth watching from different. 

Prespectives Appreciation of both far and near-sightedness can be perfectly presented. 

  

Product Feature and Application 

These frame lets you showcase your favorite photos, and your families and friends can 

easily share the moments to the frame in real time. It also comes with a companion app, 

this 32”digital art frame lets you rediscover your phone's photos in the easiest, most 

stylish way. 

  

Product Qualification 
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Package and Delivery 

 

 

FAQ 

Q: Are you a factory or trading company?  

A: We are a professional manufacturer. We are warmly welcome clients from worldwide to 

visit our factory and cooperate with us.  

  

Q: Can I have a sample so we can test the quality? 
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A: Yes, just take one for testing first. 

  

Q: Do you have any other screen sizes? 

A: Accept wooden frame screen size customization. You are welcome to consult us for 

customization. 

 

 

 

 


